
 

 

 

 

by Julia Schmitt, sophomore  

 Leah Sophronia Lunstrum was born July 31, 1997 to Cherie and Clark Lunstrum. Leah has three 

siblings Becca, Trenton, and Trina. Some extra-curricular activities that Leah participates in are 

Competition Cheer, football cheer, chorus, and dance. 

Accomplishment that Leah has gathered over the years include: 

Runner up 2 years in competition cheer, all-state chorus three 

years in a row, achieving highest passing score for Cecchetti III 

Ballet exam as a freshman, gained a place on the honor roll 

three years running, and last but not least lettering in cheer, 

band, chorus, and will soon letter in football cheer.  

    Some hobbies and interests that Leah has are dancing 

whenever she gets the chance, going out and having fun with 

friends, and sitting down in her extra free time and watching 

Netflix. When she was younger she wanted to be a famous pop 

star, a police officer, or a doctor. Her actual plans after high 

school are to go to college in Minnesota and get a degree in 

dance and hopefully move onto a dance studio and perform and teach.  

   In 10 years, Leah sees herself at a good dance studio learning great things and working her way to be a 

teacher. She also hopes to have a boyfriend or husband with a nice place to live. Leah’s favorite 

memories from high school are messing around with other people in her grade and having random 

explosions go off in Mr. Suchor’s class. The things that Leah will miss the most about high school are the 

familiarity of this school and town and knowing everyone and everything that goes on. After high school 

Leah would like to be remembered as the person who never spread drama or rumors and a person who 

never got involved with anything bad that happened at school.  
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